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Introduction
William T. Snyder
Executive
Secretary

"// you pour yourself out for the
hungry and satisfy the desire of the
afflicted, then shall your light rise
in the darkness . . . "
Isaiah 58:10
The Mennonite Central Committee in 1965 continued serving as
one of the Mennonite brotherhood's
channels through which individuals
and congregations could "pour
themselves out for the hungry and
. . . the afflicted" in the name of
Christ. It was a turbulent year both
in North America and abroad, but,
in retrospect, we are thankful to
God for the way in which our
people have been able to get involved in the problems and needs
of those who hunger for food, shelter, health, learning, and, most important, for the Christian Gospel
of love and reconciliation.
It is impossible, of course, to
assess fully the accomplishments of
this past year because the results
of our work are in the hands of
God. It is our prayer that the expenditures of energy, time, talent,
and resources may in small measure at least have lifted the crushing burden of fear, doubt, and despair from the shoulders of those
whom we tried to assist.
The following are some of the
trends and events of 1965 for which
we are especially grateful:
First, the relationship between
the MCC and the Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ mission boards
is growing continually more close.
We meet with the secretaries of
these boards once or twice each
year to consider matters of mutual
interest. As we have opportunity,
we try to strengthen the work of
the mission boards by providing
assistance in times of emergency
and skilled personnel.
Second, it appears to me that
the formation and outworking of
MCC (Canada) has been an exceedingly constructive development
in our brotherhood. A more detailed report on its first full year
of operation appears elsewhere in
this report.
Third, support of our program
no longer comes exclusively from

North America. In 1965 the European Mennonites contributed $23,000 to our overseas relief efforts,
including donations for the parcel
program to the Soviet Union and
other East European countries. And
the Mennonite churches of Japan
and India want to offer volunteers
for an enlarged program in Vietnam.
Fourth, we cannot forget that
the work our organization is doing
is possible only because committed
Christians in our churches are giving generously of themselves and
their resources. At present 765 people are serving in the various programs. This is an increase of 56
over a year ago.
The past year, however, was also
a time of sorrow. Harvey W. Taves,
who served as one of our administrators in Canada for 12 years, died
unexpectedly May 11, 1965. We
have already missed his contribution these months since his passing,
and we will continue to miss him.
In February, 1965, Paxman Leon
Yoder was forced to return to the
United States from his assignment
in Indonesia because of cancer. He
passed away April 5.
Overseas projects are usually
short-term undertakings, but the
phasing out or refocusing of any
project always brings special problems with it. During 1965 steps
were continued to turn projects in
Greece and Indonesia over to local
private, church, or government organizations. Our relationship to the
Paraguayan Mennonites, likewise,
is in transition as the report on
South America on a later page
points out.
The decision during 1965 to enlarge our relief and service program
in Vietnam was difficult because of
the unpredictability of the war situation, the possibility of having our
efforts identified with U.S. military
actions, thus negating our projects'
effectiveness as a peace witness; and
the need to set up a program
through which other American
Protestant groups could also channel their relief workers and funds.
We believe we have made the right

decision in planning a four-fold increase in the number of volunteers
and a ten-fold increase in the Vietnam budget.
Financially, one of our biggest
disappointments during 1965 was
the $36,000 year-end deficit in our
overseas program fund. The problem of too little giving for the overall relief and service program
abroad was caused in part by the
marked increase during the year of
donations which were designated
for special projects, leaving the
main overseas fund short.
The Peace Section, with its multifaceted work in the field of reconciliation, received strong financial
support in 1965 after weak contributions in 1964. However, this urgent endeavor will need even more
financial support in the coming
years if it is to carry out its unique
task successfully.
The following reports, written by
administrators as well as observers
of our program, give the reader a
good overall summary of what the
Mennonite Central Committee attempted to do during 1965.
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Africa and
Middle East
Vern Preheim
Associate
Overseas
"In a world of rapid change,"
wrote Herbert Swartz, MCC Jordan director, recently, "it seems
easier to study past progress than
to accommodate to present evolutionary development. Beneath the
surface of Jordan's deserts and hills
yesterday lies safely hidden. In the
minds and hearts of Jordan's people, today must accommodate the
promises of tomorrow."
Yesterday MCC tried to respond
to the urgent needs for food and
clothing by Jordan's thousands of
refugees. Today the need of this
country is for steady economic
progress. To achieve this goal, there
must be a gradual curtailment of
the large material aid program of
former years in favor of self-help
undertakings which will benefit individual families.
In 1965 Ernest Lehmans supervised the distribution of clothing to
approximately 2,000 refugee families, and David Ott was in charge
of the flour distribution to 14,000
social cases. More than 500 Jordanian women are now able to
supplement their family income
through the self-help needlework
program which has grown significantly in the past year.
Our interest is not only in the
economic development of Jordan;
we are also interested in building
the church here. Schools offer an
excellent opportunity to work at
both concerns.
The boarding school at Hebron,
with 92 boys enrolled in 1965, and
the preparatory boarding school at
Beit Jala, which served 58 boys,
will be consolidated into one program to be located at Beit Jala beginning in 1967.
Our diversified efforts in Algeria
must be seen against the backdrop
of a country which is economically
on an austerity budget, socially in
the process of arabization, and religiously leaning toward secularism
with considerable religious freedom.
In a community development
project in an eastern Algerian valley, agriculturist John Rohrer has

Director,
Services

taken steps to integrate our efforts
more closely with the leaders of
the community. For this purpose
a community council was formed.
It has representatives from each of
the major family groupings in the
area and will give direction to
MCC's efforts in dairy farming,
poultry and rabbit raising, gardening, crop improvement, and a mechanical training center. Any major
changes in our program will be
made in consultation with this council. In the first meeting of this
group there was strong feeling that
the community's educational facilities needed to be improved. We are
convinced that involving the community leaders in the decision-making process will make our work in
this community more effective. Approximately 30 workers are involved in the various phases of the
MCC program in Algeria, which is
part of the Christian Committee for
Service in Algeria.
Burundi is an African county of
turmoil and crisis. It is estimated
that during an October uprising
3,000 people were killed and 7,000
left homeless. Some relief supplies
were used in meeting the resulting
emergency needs. MCC volunteers
Menno Hildebrand and Stanley
Freed have channeled material aid
to Protestant mission schools, dispensaries, and hospitals. A rehabilitation center for handicapped people has been teaching trades such as
carpentry, weaving, and sewing.
Substantial supplies of clothing,
food, and medication were shipped
to the Congo during 1965 for distribution to the more than 400,000
Angolan refugees in the lower Congo and to Congolese fleeing the
rebels in the Kwilu province near
Kikwit and eastern Congo. Many
villages were destroyed and mission
stations burned in Kwilu during
1964. At that time many people
went into hiding. They are only
now beginning to come out, and
most of them are in pitiable condition. There are more than 118,000 such needy people in Kwilu.

John Kliewer, Mennonite Brethren
missionary located at Kikwit, says
that half the population will die
prematurely because of severe malnutrition.
The dozen MCC Paxmen in the
Congo are assigned to mission organizations. Not only do they render a valuable service to these
groups, but they also help tie the
more than 40 mission groups more
closely together in a common Christian fellowship.
The Teachers Abroad Program,
now in its fourth year, expanded
to 60 teachers in Africa in 1965.
These volunteers have significantly
strengthened Christian education in
Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia,
Malawi, and the Congo. In several
instances they made it possible for
schools to meet the staff requirements necessary for government
financial assistance.
The case of John and Joann
Smith at Bbuji Mayi in the Congo
is a dramatic illustration of how
TAP is responding to the push for
education in Africa. In 1960 MCC
played a major role in the relocation of 6,000 Mennonites who were
forced to leave Kwilu province and
resettle at Mbuji Mayi, then known
as Bakwanga. Under the leadership
of Archie Graber, MCC helped
them to build homes and to establish a church. In 1965 when they,
together with the Presbyterian Congolese church, needed to add higher
grades to their secondary school,
MCC again came to their assistance
and assigned John and Joann Smith
to their school. The Smiths are the
only expatriate teachers here. Were
it not for their presence and their
carrying of a heavy teaching load,
this school would likely not function. As one might expect, this newly formed institution is at times
somewhat disorganized and it does
not have all the equipment which
might be considered even minimally e s s e n t i a l . T h e s e circumstances, however, make the assignment all the more challenging.

v

Over 1,050,000 lunches were
provided to children in Hong Kong
and India by MCC during 1965.

Asia
R o b e r t W . Miller
Director, Overseas Service

During 1965 the people of Asia
experienced even more than their
usual share of suffering—the escalation of the war in Vietnam, the
border clashes between India and
Pakistan, the widespread famine in
India, and an attempted coup in
Indonesia. One encouraging development was the signing of the Japan-Korea normalization treaty.
The flow of refugees into Hong
Kong has been stopped, but there
are still many needy people on the
hillsides, rooftops, and in the musty
tenements of this colony.
One of the main aspects of the
MCC's effort in Hong Kong is a
feeding program for school children. Seven hundred thousand
warm meals were provided last
year. North American sponsors
provided financial support to 250
school children who would not have
been able to go to school without
this assistance. Sponsors also helped
200 families in the Family-Child
Assistance program. Ten thousand
Christmas bundles were distributed.
The MCC's work at the Laskapur
and Sripur refugee settlements near
Calcutta, India, is focused on
health, education, self-help, and
some emergency relief activities.
Five thousand chickens were distributed to help families get started
in poultry raising. An average of
1200 children received milk daily
through two milk kitchens. The embroidery project through which
women were given part-time employment to make items for sale
in North America expanded. Three
hundred children were helped to
go to school here through the Educational A s s i s t a n c e sponsorship
project.
MCC personnel work in close
cooperation with the Mennonite
Christian Service Fellowship of India (MCSFI). Much attention was
given in 1965 to plans for a hospital to be built north of Calcutta in an
area where refugees have been re-

settled. The hospital will be the responsibility of MCSFI. MCC will
provide some medical personnel and
financial support.
Four Paxmen served in Nepal
with the United Mission to Nepal
during the year. One young man
served at Okhaldunga, an eightday's walk from Kathmandu, the
capital. He supervised 70 workers
in the construction of two dispensaries. And four Paxmen served in
Pakistan. Two of them have been
operating tractors in land-leveling
projects, making it possible for
fields to be irrigated. Another Pax
fellow was given major administrative responsibility in the relief program in East Pakistan and later in
the year in West Pakistan in the
absence of the regular directors of
these programs.
A significant development in Indonesia during the year was the
establishment of a Mennonite seminary at Pati. It is a joint project
of the Javanese and Chinese Mennonite churches, with support from
the Mennonites of Europe and
North America.
MCC personnel continued to
help in the medical program of the
Javanese Mennonite Church. On
the island of Timor they assisted
the church in an agricultural training and extension program. Assistance to the church on the island
of Halmahera in medical and agricultural work is being brought to
completion.
One of the newer aspects of the
work in Taegu, Korea, is the Family-Child Assistance plan in which
North American sponsors help support a child in a family and provide
benefits for other members of the
family as well. One hundred and
thirty families are receiving such
assistance. This is one way to prevent destitute families from abandoning children to orphanages. To
qualify for help, a family must plan
an acceptable project for becoming

self-supporting. Loan funds are then
made available to them.
Another project is designed to
provide better care for children who
are in orphanages. This is the Child
Care Training program which trains
orphanage personnel. Two courses
were given last year to 49 persons.
City and provincial governments
are cooperating in this effort.
The Mennonite Vocational School
at Kyung San near Taegu has four
main divisions—orphanage, school,
farm, and extension work in 10
villages surrounding the school. The
school has been accredited by the
government as a technical high
school. About 200 boys live and
study there.
In Vietnam the number of refugees increased from 80,000 at the
beginning of the year to 750,000
by the end of 1965. MCC expanded
its program in this country to meet
some of the growing needs. Church
World Service gave the MCC program a boost by making personnel,
supplies, and funds available. The
number of volunteers in Vietnam
increased from five to eleven during
the year.
Material aid distribution in and
around Saigon increased significantly. About 160,000 loaves of
bread were given to needy families
in Saigon each month. MCC was
not able to arrange for transportation of large quantities of supplies
into the interior, but it did arrange
for the U.S. Agency for International Development to airlift smaller quantities of supplies into highland regions to aid needy mountain
tribespeople.
The medical work at Nhatrang
in cooperation with the National
Evangelical Church was also expanded. Over 40,000 persons were
treated in the outpatient clinic program during the 12 months. The
35-bed hospital consistently registered a census of over 50 patients.
After some delay, a medical team
was also sent to Pleiku.

Europe
Peter J. D y c k
Director, MCC Europe

"When the time comes that we
no longer need the material help
of MCC," said a leading German
Mennonite, "we will still need
MCC." Material aid was no longer
given in Europe after 1962, but
MCC has stayed on and feels that
it is both needed and welcome.
With the changing economic situation, our program emphasis has
also shifted. Our unofficial motto is
not for but with the European Mennonites. With them we work in
underdeveloped countries, especially North Africa and Greece, with
them we gave 134 young people
the chance last year to participate
in 12 workcamps and in year-round
service. With their participation in
the trainee program, 37 European
young people are in North America
now and 27 North Americans are
living and working for one year
in Europe.
But perhaps one reason why we
feel our presence is still, or again,
needed and wanted has to do with
material things after all. A professor of one of the universities with
which we have fruitful contact recently wrote, "Unfortunately one
faces indifference! I do not blame
our young people for having become selfish. We do not give them
a better example. God is not blessing our effort because more is
needed on our side."
The late C. F. Klassen, foreseeing this development 15 years ago
and casting about for a possible
solution, used to say, "They must
come under the Word." One attempt to give young people an
opportunity to come "under the
Word" was made in the founding
of a Bible school which today is
the Bienenberg. MCC is happy to
be a part of this institution, providing teachers, Paxmen, occasionally
cash, and sharing in the administrative responsibilities.
Another attempt is made through

the production of Christian literature. European book shelves are
full and yet there are some serious
gaps, not in the volume but in the
emphasis. Agape publishing house
tries to fill some of these gaps with
DVBS and Sunday School material,
peace literature, a book on ethics,
and others. A biographical novel on
Menno Simons is to be published
early in 1966. Agape is only ten
years old now and still needs our
support.
The professor complained, "Unfortunately one faces indifference."
That is very true. Nevertheless,
there are young people with a concern for church renewal and some
of them are helped to find handles
through the trainee program. Some
of them return to Europe, not to
catch up on time and money "lost,"
but to volunteer a year or two in
MCC service. When they sign the
record of agreement to serve in
Algeria or Greece, in Frankfurt or
the Congo, and their churches support this decision, something very
wonderful has happened to the individual and to his church. The
churches also collect clothing and
blankets for the poor and make
cash contributions for the ongoing
program.
Politically, the Berlin problem is
as unresolved today as it was 20
years ago even though Vietnam and
Rhodesia capture the headlines.
The situation is bad and the attitude
of many people is worse. Many believe a violent conflict is inevitable
and one must argue from a position
of strength. Consequently the military build-up is evident everywhere.
In the midst of this, we take seriously the charge as "ambassadors
of Christ" (II. Cor. 5:20) seeking
ways for an effective ministry of
reconciliation. Conversation with
brethren in socialist countries include participation in the Christian
Peace Conferences (Prague) and a

team of nine last June going to East
Germany and Czechoslovakia prepared to discuss "Christian Obedience in a Divided World." In Western Europe the dialogue is with
leaders and ministers of the nonHistoric Peace Churches which recently led to the publishing of a
popular "Confession of Peace."
One of the few, possibly the only,
places where Mennonites have a
direct encounter with the Orthodox
Church is in Greece through our
volunteers in Macedonia and Crete.
After more than 12 years of agricultural demonstration and experimentation, teaching home economics, and more recently Bible distribution, MCC feels the time has
come to move on. It is gratifying to
know that the work begun will be
continued by the Greeks.
Of the Crete program, Bishop
Irineos who invited us there, writes,
"Not only myself but my assistants
and all the people here are very
pleased with them (MCC volunteers). Please convey our thanks
and congratulations to their families
and MCC offices. I hope that we
will have God's blessing in this
work which is inspired by His love
and serves the love, cooperation,
and peace of our people and
churches."
Beyond Greece in far-away Siberia a family knelt down to give
thanks for a parcel received through
MCC-Frankfurt, which last year
handled about $18,000 for this
service. "Before mother opened her
parcel," writes her son in the West,
"she knelt down with her son and
daughter-in-law to thank the Lord
for the wonderful gift. The children
also wept. The men have not had
such shirts before and are very
thankful. The children jumped with
delight at the sight of the toys and
the women are so pleased with the
sewing materials and the winter
clothing."

South
America
J. M. Klassen
Executive Secretary,
MCC (Canada)

When an Indian brother in Paraguay comes and requests an interpretation of Matthew 5:42 where
Jesus says, "Give to him that asketh
of thee and from him that would
borrow of thee turn not thou away,"
what do you say? This, and other
similar questions are on the minds
of Mennonite church members in
Paraguay who live in close proximity to new Christian Indians who
have been settled and are being
shown how to earn a livelihood
from the soil.
The Indians, who not too many
years ago were not even counted
among the citizens of Paraguay, are
now teachers in day schools, teachers of the Word, farmers, and homemakers in their own right. There
are more than 1,700 baptized Indians and more are being added
annually to a church that shows life
and promise. Already the Indians
are talking about forming a confer-

Why

not an Indian

conference?

ence. (Why not? Mennonites have
conferences, don't they?)
Missions and colonies are trying
to find the right balance between
the extremes of paternalism on the
one hand, and indifference on the
other in their attitude toward the
Indians. More attention needs to
be given to church and religious
leadership training, education in
health and hygiene, homemaking
and child care, as well as education
in the responsible management of
finances. And this needs to be done
without making the Indian dependent on the white man for leadership
and counsel.
MCC is entering a new era in
its relationship to the Mennonites
of Paraguay. Talks begun over a
year ago have matured to the point
where the Paraguayan Mennonites
have formed a consultative council
consisting of the committees of
colony administrators and church
and conference leaders. This council will serve as MCC's point of
contact with the "church" and
"state" of Mennonite communities
in Paraguay. All questions and
problems that MCC workers encounter may be brought to it for
consideration. As this relationship
matures, it is hoped that the council
will assume an increasing number
of administrative responsibilities
and functions.
Only 15 percent of the patients
treated by the two nurses at the
MCC health center in Tres Palmas,
Bolivia, are Mennonites, the rest
are Bolivians. Although the Mennonites cannot be considered as being wealthy, the majority of Bolivians are poorer, and medical care,
if it were not provided by MCC,
would be out of reach for many
of them. Patients that require more
extensive treatment are referred to
doctors and hospitals in Santa Cruz.
On weekends MCC workers here
have Sunday school classes for
Spanish speaking children.

Several Paxmen in Bolivia are involved in a heifer and hog project
and they also provide seeds to
farmers. Others work in agriculture
extension projects under a Methodist mission.
The 770 Mennonites in Bolivia
are not a very homogeneous group
and it is difficult to know how to
relate to them all. Steps have been
taken to involve the Tres Palmas
and former Menno Colony people
in the work of the health center.
The leaders of the "Canada" Mennonites are reluctant to relate to
MCC or to the other Mennonite
colonists.
Uruguay is in a crisis. The peso
is one-third of its former value and
the government has not been able
to cope with the country's economic problems. As one drives on
paved highways through the beautiful countryside dotted with groves
of planted trees, one is amazed at
the large flocks of sheep and sprawling herds of high quality cattle.
The sleepy towns of the interior
are a sharp contrast to the hustle
and bustle of modern Montevideo.
It is hard to believe that conditions
are as critical as they are made out
to be, but Mennonites in Uruguay
are deeply concerned about the future. Import restrictions have delayed progress in developing the
dairy industry. Cash crops are the
chief source of income for most
of the rural Mennonites.
A year ago it was decided at a
meeting of Mennonite Brethren and
General Conference church leaders
in Brazil to work with MCC in
sending volunteers to the Gurupi
Colony in the northeastern part of
the country. Five Mennonite workers are serving at the colony now.
They are providing nursing services,
mechanical, and agricultural services, home economics training,
kindergarten, and any other types
of assistance that will help the families in the settlement get established.

Paxman Daniel Gingerich, an agricultural extension volunteer, fords one of
the many streams in Bolivia. The bicycle is well suited to this region.
He assists Mennonites and Bolivians.

Henry Friesen completed a three-year
term under the Teachers Abroad Program in Kenya in 1 9 6 5 . He returned
for a second term, this time as inspector for the Kenyan Education Ministry.

An egg incubator at Henchir Toumghani, Algeria, is operated by John
Bert. Five Paxmen and an agriculturist
are engaged here in the popularization of b e t t e r f a r m i n g techniques.

In Korea M C C coordinated Food for
Work projects during 1 9 6 5 . Several
dams were built in rural areas. W o r k men were paid with U.S. surplus commodities made a v a i l a b l e by C W S .

The Mennonite boarding schools at
Hebron and Beit Jala, Jordan, enrolled
150 boys during 1 9 6 5 . These schools
strive for academic excellence and
seek to provide a Christian home.

Here's an everyday scene at the M C C
clinic in Tres Palmas, Bolivia. Nurse
Mary Willms hands a newborn baby
to a proud Bolivian mother. Eighty-five
percent of her patients are Bolivians.

A handicapped African, a former beggar, arrives at Project Handicap in
Burundi on a donated cart. He is receiving instructions in needle craft.
He made the shirt he is wearing.

Three happy Calcutta boys with their
Christmas bundles. They are all from
very poor families, and are supported
by MCC's educational assistance plan.
M C C received 4 0 , 6 6 5 bundles in 1 9 6 5 .

Antje Lijsbeth Koopmans of the Netherlands is a trainee assigned to the VS
unit at Mennonite House, Atlanta, G a .
She works with pre-school children at a
low-income, integrated housing project.

Summary of 1965 Overseas Activity

COUNTRY

No. of
Workers

26
Algeria
2
Argentina
1
Austria
14
Belgium
13
Bolivia
4
Brazil
2
Burundi
27
Congo
19
Germany3
14
Greece
1
Guatemala4
Haiti & Dom. Republic4 20
Honduras
—
Hong Kong
3
India
7
Indonesia
16
Japan
1
Jordan
15
Kenya
17
Korea
7
Malawi
2
Mexico4
5
Morocco
2
Nepal
4
Nigeria
16
Pakistan
4
Paraguay
9
Somalia
—
St. Lucia4
1
Switzerland5
1
Taiwan
—
Tanzania
10
Uruguay
—
Vietnam
11
Zambia
7
Miscellaneous
Indirect Expense
Administrative Expense
Totals
281

Total

Cash

Material
Aid Total

$ 368,422.48 J 31,162.48 $ 337,260.00 $
6,869.31
6,869.31
3,943.10
3,943.10
18,833.02
82.50
18,915.52
18,849.46
18,849.46
3,854.31
1,810.00
5,664.31
2,688.23
48,192.50
50,880.73
53,861.56
144,062.40
197,923.96
60,439.25
60,439.25
26,699.17
26,699.17
490.00
490.00
31,472.92
50,789.57
19,316.65
526.17
47,068.02
46,541.85
53,046.46
310,822.46
257,776.00
53,012.50
80,230.20
27,217.70
45,878.13
79,141.50
33,263.37
5,300.51
5,300.51
84,365.88
244,178.72
328,544.60
38,657.95
38,657.95
71,727.56
251,181.91
179,454.35
8,442.13
8,442.13
6,424.73
,
6,424.73
2,238.93
.
2,238.93
1,896.53
.
1,896.53
28,849.94
28,849.94
3,973.16
3,973.16
117,607.52
142,144.13
259,751.65
13,886.53
13,886.53
830.50
289.45
1,119.95
24,403.18
24,403.18
63,302.50
63,302.50
22,569.52
43,037.00
65,606.52
5,000.00
5,000.00
33,038.51
587,711.71
554,673.20
15,195.00
15,195.00
238.44
800.00
1,038.44
184,081.68
184,081.68
202,658.50
202,658.50
$3,426,415.09 $1,268,585.19 $2,157,829.90 $

1 Conservative market value.
2 Christmas, layette, and leprosy bundles; school, medical, and
self-help supplies; soap.
3 The cash item of $65,097.65 includes administrative costs for
the entire Europe-North Africa program, nonreimbursable freight
on material a i d , and East-West services in behalf of Mennonites
in Eastern Europe.
4 Administered by Voluntary Service.

Govt.
Surplus1

Special
Projects1'2

Clothing1

Food1

233,416.50

$ 1,295.75

$102,547.75

26,949.50
61,079.55

16,500.00
49,500.00

1,810.00
4,743.00
33,482.85

1,120.50
30,982.00
86,018.50

5,580.50
3,240.00
97,956.80

1,204.50

16,500.00

112,555.50

9,700.32

65,558.50

72,082.35

31,408.00

900.00

8,647.50
21,844.00

29,767.22
2,832.00

95,231.00

50,700.00

357.075.18

51,667.02

776,098.05

$356,554.94

$504,679.17

$520,497.74

82.50

96,398.40

12,615.65
12,319.85
73,800.70
27,217.70
15,558.87
800.00
25,524.50
41,813.50

51,205.59

58,630.54
13,886.53
830.50
24,887.78
18,361.00

5 Includes MCC's cooperative share in the Agape-Verlag publishing program.
Note: Totals in this summary do not coincide with disbursement
figures in the Financial Summary on the back page because this
summary covers the total expenditures of the Foreign Relief and
Services and International Education programs and the overseas
portions of the Peace Section and Voluntary Service programs.

Voluntary
Service
Edgar Stoesz
Director, Voluntary Service
Poverty is a word which has
been used by Canadians and U.S.
people often to describe the plight
of other nations. Only in recent
years has there been a significant
recognition of the poor among us.
Researchers have concluded that
poverty—a poverty no less painful
or demeaning than that of underdeveloped nations — enslaves onefifth (40 million) of the American
people. For millions of our fellow
country men, talk of vocational and
social opportunity is little more
than a mockery. They are trapped
in the vicious cycle of poverty
which makes them forever outsiders
in an affluent society.
As painful and inhuman as poverty may be, Voluntary Service is
not a broad-scaled, general attack
on poverty. VS is simply an effort
to help needy individuals and families where they are.
VS focuses on such individuals,
for example, as the woman who
came to a hospital to deliver a
baby. Previous hospital practice
had been to refuse patients who had
not had prenatal care. A VS doctor
who had been assigned to the hospital recently weighed the options.
The pregnant woman looked anemic and frail, the likelihood of
complications was great. He realized that his professional services
were urgently needed in this situation. But what if serious complications should arise? This could
seriously jeopardize his professional
standing, and it might encourage
other women to neglect prenatal
care. Furthermore, he was not officially on duty, and this was not his
patient. While fellow staff members
and members of the hospital board
debated what would be the proper
course of action, the young VS doctor quietly delivered the baby.
Another example of the type of
person who receives VS assistance
is the mother of seven children
whose husband had just died.
Among other things, she expressed
concern about the harvesting of her
garden, knowing how urgently this
food would be needed in the long,

lonely winter ahead. Her nurse and
a VSer walked up the winding dirt
road, through several hollows, to
see if they could help. They found
a 12 year old boy carrying the family water up a difficult, half-mile
trail. The water was muddy and
had given the family stomach
cramps. But with their own well
dry, it was the only water available.
The mother had left lunch for the
children, and had taken the vegetables to her parents' home because
she did not even have the necessary
facilities to can them. The family
was touched by the interest which
had been demonstrated in their welfare.
VS is a Christian ministry to
people such as the woman from the
Appalachian mountains who was
dying of cancer, but who, in spite
of her illness, gave as much as she
received. Although she had strong
family ties like most of the people
in that area, most of her relatives
had moved north to look for work.
She spent many lonely, painful
hours in the hospital. She never
complained even when she was un-

Fred Dick works with young fellows
at Junior Village, Washington, D. C.

able to eat her food. On such occasions she would attempt to arrange her plate so that it would
cheer the kitchen workers when it
was returned. Smiling, she would
greet the VS worker who came to
visit her as a member of the hospital auxiliary with a "howdy,
honey." To the hospital she was a
welfare patient, but to the VS
worker she had given a priceless
memory.
VS aims also at individuals such
as the young boy who grabbed a
basketball and climbed up a tree
to shout at full lung pressure, "Go
tell all white people I hate their
guts, I hate their guts, I hate their
guts . . . " Only through love and
patience was it possible for a VSer
to establish a meaningful relationship with this young man.
A VSer during 1965 also had the
experience of working with an
alcoholic, bootlegging father who
was dangerous to his family. On
this occasion it was necessary for
the volunteer to testify in behalf
of the family and thereby participate in the process of sending the
man to prison.
Still other examples of the individuals with whom VSers worked
during the year are a mental hospital patient who was very depressed and who attempted suicide
—only after the VS worker had
spoken to him at some length was
the patient able to regain his composure—and a 13 year old boy who
was committed to a correctional
institution because of his deviant
behavior. The latter case presented
a continuous challenge as the staff
tried to direct him toward constructive citizenship.
VS is a ministry to "the least of
these." During 1965, 120 volunteers served at 24 locations—hospitals, children's centers, schools,
etc. — in Canada and the United
States. Another 30 volunteers under the VS department were assigned to projects in the Carribbean.
"Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto the least of these ye have done
it unto me."

+

A VS teacher at St. Anthony, N e w f o u n d l a n d , instructs a Sunday school
class as part of her " e x t r a " services to
the church in the community. Thirteen
VSers are teaching in this province.

Jay Springer checks on a joint chicken
project he has started with a would-be
f a r m e r in the D o m i n i c a n Republic.

M a r y Pauli undergoes some eye tests
as a VS normal control patient at
the N a t i o n a l I n s t i t u t e s o f Health.
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Robert Souder helps with pre-schoolers
a t a low-income Atlanta housing unit.

Dr. John Engle, one of three VS medical doctors serving in A p p a l a c h i a , examines
a miner in the 90-bed A p p a l a c h i a n Regional Hospital at W h i t e s b u r g , Kentucky.

Peace
Section
Edgar Metzler
Executive Secretary,
Peace Section
When the nearby courthouse
clock struck midnight the cluster of
debaters on the sidewalk finally dispersed. The discussion had started
after a regular 2V2-hour meeting of
a study group on church-state relations.
What question held ten people
busy for four hours? That night it
was this: How much should the
church attempt to influence public
morality through support for legislation, such as liquor control or
Sunday closing laws?
This study group was one of
twelve that met during the past year
to struggle with problems of
church-state relations, an area of
growing complexity. In October
representatives of these groups and
others involved in church administration met in Chicago to draw together conclusions.
This concern to discover the relevance of biblical faith for the practical problems of Christian life in
today's world and to bear witness
to it by word and action is what
brings together the peace committees of the Mennonite and Brethren
in Christ churches in the work of
the Peace Section.
What are these problems in today's world? Conflict, revenge, violence, suspician, pride, discrimination, exploitation, and greed, to
name a few. To these the Gospel
has a ready answer: reconciliation,
forgiveness, nonresistance, trust, hu. mility, love, acceptance, service, and
generosity. But the problems and
answers rarely confront each other
in the simple contrasts of these
labels. The task of Christian peace
and social concerns is first of all to
sensitize the eyes of faith to see the
problems and then to confront them
with the Gospel answers in ways
appropriate to our calling. That response was made in numerous ways
during 1965, of which the following
are illustrative.
One of the highest walls of suspicion in our world is between Communist and non-Communist nations.
Five Christians from the Soviet

Union visited Mennonite communities in Kansas. After an evening of
frank discussion, one of the host
ministers said, "The cold war can
never again chill me as it has in the
past because now I know that those
on the other side are human beings
like myself."
The walls built by mistrust are
even higher between the West and
China. When Ferd Ediger represented the Peace Section at a Washington conference on China, he was
told, "It may be that only those
Christians who have rejected the
national idolatry of militarism can
mediate the gulf of hatred on both
sides." That is the record of a challenge, not an accomplishment.
Between the Christians of Japan
and Korea are deep-seated resentments because of past hostilities between the two nations. But at a
work camp arranged by peace worker Carl Beck from Japan and the
MCC Korea staff 23 young people
from both countries discovered that
genuine reconciliation can be experienced.

Mental
Health
Services
William Klassen
Director, MMHS
The disciples of Christ were given authority and power to cure diseases and Christ sent them forth to
heal. This commission has never
been revoked. Diseases have changed, greater knowledge about what
causes them has been developed but
the basic commission has never
changed. .
For the mentally ill, however,
there were centuries of hopelessness. Even today mental illness is
often seen as hopeless. Take John
Simons who could not adjust to his
teen-age struggles and was placed
in a state mental hospital. In this
hospital two physicians cared for
3,000 patients and as a result John

received no medical attention. After
nine years he died. Some felt that
he died out of sheer neglect.
Someone in a similar position
was brought to a mental hospital
built by the community and the
church and staffed with people who
are committed to the idea that if
people are given a chance, if the
best of medical skill is combined
with Christian compassion, hope
can be rekindled in their lives.
Within six weeks this patient was
returned to society and at present
is functioning in society. Not all of
her problems are solved—nor will
they ever be! She sees a psychiatrist
once a week and is still on medication but because the family has
cooperated with the healing process,
and because the church has not
rejected her even while she is a
mental patient she has received new
hope for life. The healing resources
of scientific knowledge and the
church are working together to rebuild her life.
Problems vary with each individual. Some are far more difficult to
solve than others. Yet the church
has an obligation to help to bear
these burdens and it does so willingly because there is remarkable
evidence to indicate that where hope
abounds there new life is created.
Take the Yoder family. They
have a mentally retarded child. A
child psychiatrist and their pediatrician had spoken compassionately
yet clearly about the future. Now
the pastor also related himself to
this situation. They discussed various organizations in the community
to which they could relate and they
also talked about how they felt
towards God in the light of this
experience and how the church people were receiving them and their
newly born child. They were told
that camps exist for families with
retarded children. Here families
discover how many of our population have similar burdens and they
share in worship and fellowship as
family units. In this way the church
becomes a healing and sustaining
community even in cases where
there is little hope for change or
cure.
Not all ills can be cured. Yet the
hope that comes to us through
someone greater than we are makes
it impossible to label any illness as
incurable. The One to whom all
authority in heaven and on earth
has been given is the One who sends
us forth to heal.

MCC
(Canada)
Frank H. Epp
Editor, Canadian Mennonite

It wasn't Christmas like usual in
the small rural Manitoba community of Homewood. There were the
usual larger and smaller family reunions, to be sure, but the occasion
for at least one of them was unique.
Members of the H. E. Friesen
family had come from Prince Albert, from Portage la Prairie, and
from Pauingassi to bid farewell to
sister Susan, a nurse, and her husband, David, a minister and social
worker.
The David Neufelds of Leamington, Ontario, were preparing for an
early 1966 departure for Vietnam
to enter the rapidly expanding Mennonite Central Committee relief
program in that war-ravaged southeast Asia country.
Their December 26 hometown
commissioning symbolized the way
in which Mennonites in Canada
were joining their American and
other brothers around the world in
the international ministry of compassion.
Actually, they had been working

together with Mennonite Central
Committee ever since its founding
45 years ago, but the year 1965
meant a special kind of participation for it marked the first full year
of operation for MCC (Canada).
Organized in December of 1964,
MCC (Canada) united about 56,000 baptized Mennonite and Brethren in Christ people in about 450
congregations and 10 conferences
for more effective witness and action.
From the central office of MCC
(Canada) in Winnipeg the ministry
of compassion was promoted. Funds
amounting to about $402,619.18
were collected. Clothing and other
material worth about $367,331 was
collected and dispatched from the
eastern and western shipping depots
at Kitchener and Yarrow, respectively. About 350 one-horse cultivators were sent in aid of Indian
resettlement in Paraguay. A total
of 170 MCC workers from Canada
were serving. Thus, in many and
varied ways the churches of Canada

Thousands of persons attending the national exhibitions in Toronto (above) and
Vancouver were reminded of the world's needs and that "peace is the will of G o d . "

joined in the international relief
mission. But they also took a closer
look at domestic needs, largely
through the reorganized provincial
MCC organizations.
In Ontario, for instance, 85 young
people from 52 congregations took
a week-end off to discuss Christian
imperatives for peace at the Chesley
Lake campgrounds. Said one teenager:
"Pacificism is a Christian virtue,
and not only a Mennonite doctrine.
As a result our response should be
a voicing of our opinions and beliefs in present-day world situations."
And in Manitoba 40 Mennonite
businessmen, imagining themselves
to be Fred Schroeder, president of
the Schroeder Pen Manufacturing
Company, wrestled with some of
today's thorny moral issues in business, while on the west coast a special committee studied labor relations.
In Saskatchewan, the establishment of a treatment center for emotionally disturbed children was approved for study and the supervision of the Montreal Lake Children's Home was continued.
In Alberta some Roman Catholic
Cree Indian children in the northern community of Anzac added
their $78.56 to the material aid and
cash donations of the MCC (Alberta) constituency.
In the province of British Columbia, a peace witness booth was
set up for the first time at the
Pacific National Exhibition in Vancouver after the manner of a similar veteran project in Toronto.
A witness at Expo'67, the world's
fair to be held in Canada's centennial year at Montreal, and a contribution to other centennial projects
was under consideration.
The work of Mennonite Disaster
Service likewise entered the orbit of
MCC (Canada) activity, whose
rapidly expanding program at the
end of 1965 may make necessary
more adequate facilities and additional staff.

Disaster
Service
Delmar Stahly
Executive Coordinator, MDS
There were a lot of next-door
neighbors in the United States who
needed Mennonite Disaster Service
help during 1965. Floods in the
Pacific Northwest raged during December, 1964, and January, 1965,
and homes close to rivers and
streams suffered untold damage. In
response to these emergencies our
congregations sought out those who
needed help, and assisted them in
sorting through their mud-soaked
belongings, cleaning up the dirty

A volunteer cleans up "muck" after the
Dodge City, Kans., flood in July, 1965.

mess, and on a few occasions even
rebuilding their homes and other
structures.
Then the late spring thaws
brought record-breaking floods to
the Mississippi river valley from
northern Minnesota down to Hannibal, Missouri. All along this line,
Mennonites swarmed in from both
sides of the river to help sandbag
levees, patrol the dikes to discourage looting of evacuated homes,
and then to dig through the grime
and muck to help clean out the
dwellings after the waters had subsided.
The tornado season came early,
even while the rivers were still
flooding, and reached a climax on
Palm Sunday, when 43 individual
twisters were recorded. The heaviest damage and loss of life occurred
in northcentral Indiana. Many Mennonite families were directly affected by the disaster. The intense
need brought brotherly assistance
into the picture from all sides during the emergency handling of the
wounded and the dead and the
feeding of those left homeless. Then
Mennonite Disaster Service systematically set up a convoy of workers
from ten surrounding states and
provinces and maintained an organized operation of cleanup and
rebuilding throughout the spring
and summer months.
Meanwhile, other tornadoes were
cropping up at irregular intervals,
and individual units responded often to stricken areas near their
homes. And then came the flash
floods, mostly in Kansas but also
in Missouri and Colorado. Farm
work was again pushed aside as
Mennonite, Brethren in Christ, and
Amish volunteers responded to the
calls for aid from unknown neighbors.
The count of man-hours spent
in cleaning up was forgotten as the
disaster-weary MDSers labored.
Eventually they were able to lay
down their emergency gear and go
back belatedly to the sowing, cultivating, and harvesting of their own
crops.

The Mississippi church rebuilding program was closed out in April
after MDS had worked with the
Committee of Concern in the erection of 26 churches damaged by
bombings or fires. Most of the participating Mennonites were from
the northern states or Canada. Their
initial appraisal was that their service in the name of Christ had enabled them to become well recognized throughout that part of the
racially tense Southland as emissaries of reconciliation.
Then to climax the year, late in
the hurricane season, "Betsy"
swung across the tip of Florida and
carried a tidal wave into sections of
the Gulf coast surrounding New Orleans. Thousands of homes were
left uninhabitable. Again Mennonite Disaster Service organized a
convoy of help from nine northern
states to help southern Mennonites
respond to this need in the name of
Christ. Here the work was that of
rebuilding houses. MDS spent $13,000 on its projects in Louisiana,
and the government poured millions of dollars of additional funds
into the state, illustrating the intensity of the need. In this situation
about 160 MDS volunteers each
gave one or two weeks of personalized help to selected families who
were unable to repair their damaged homes.
MDS is not an isolated witness. It
is a new cutting edge, as one person has said, but it also undergirds
the total ministry of the church.
The following paragraph from a
letter received by the Mennonite
Hour, Harrisonburg, Virginia, from
a listener in Ford, Kansas, illustrates this point:
"I hear and enjoy your program
every Sunday . . . before I attend
church. I would like very much to
have a copy of the sermon. . . .
Your people do a wonderful work.
During the bad flood in Dodge City
this past summer, the Mennonite
people from a neighboring town left
their wheat standing in the fields
and came to help clean up the
homes."

MDS volunteers from many regions
used their skills to help tornado
victims in Indiana. They provided
an estimated $175,000 worth of labor.

Financial Summary
For the Year Ended November 30, 1965

WE RECEIVED
$1,260,181.71
Gifts of Cash
Gifts of clothing, bedding, food supplies, etc., from
churches and individuals
1,669,840.43
Gifts of food items from the United States Government
504,679.17
Receipts of the four mental hospitals
1,924,615.74
Other Income (Note 1)
576,129.29
$5,935,446.34
WE SPENT
Overseas Services
Voluntary Service
Peace Section
Mennonite Disaster Service
Mennonite Mental Health Services
Mental Hospitals
Other Expenditures (Note 2)

$3,371,499.89
194,626.29
54,906.23
54,611.54
21,003.20
1,949,538.00
433,811.18

$6,079,996.33

Gross Receipts Over Expenditures

$144,549.99*

Change in Funds Expended or Held for Specific Purposes

$135,800.99
$8,749.00*

Net Resources Over Expenditures
Available Fund Deficits, December 1, 1964

$143,711.71*

Available Fund Deficits, November 30, 1965

$152,460.71*

Note 1: Material aid repayments, trainee repayments. Teachers
Abroad Program salaries. Voluntary Service personnel earnings, and
headquarters housekeeping and housing income are included in
this amount.

Note 2: Certain categories of interest expense, and depreciation,
as well as headquarters housekeeping and housing expenses are
included in this amount,
indicates red

PEACE, RELIEF, AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
Brethren in Christ Church

Since 1940 the Brethren in Christ Church, through its Peace,
Relief, and Service Committee, has been a partner in the work of the
Mennonite Central Committee. With funds, personnel, and gifts in
kind the Brethren in Christ church gives support to relief, Pax, Voluntary Service, Mennonite Disaster Service, peace testimony, mental
health, and related services. Congregations and individuals supporting this program mail contributions to —
Clair H. Hoffman, Treasurer
320 South Market Avenue
Mount Joy, Pa. 17526
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